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You are here, finally!
We wish you a warm

If you’ve been meaning to find a little information on the region, but never quite
got around to it, we hope that the following will help. If you look at the maps
on this page, you will note that PV (as the locals call it) is on the west coast of
Mexico, smack in the middle of the Bay of Banderas - one of the largest bays in
this country - which includes southern part of the state of Nayarit to the north
and the northern part of Jalisco to the south. Thanks to its privileged location
-sheltered by the Sierra Madre mountains- the Bay is well protected against
the hurricanes spawned in the Pacific. Hurricane Kenna did come close on
October 25, 2002, but actually touched down in San Blas, Nayarit, some 200
kms north of PV. The town sits on the same parallel as the Hawaiian Islands,
thus the similarities in the climate of the two destinations.
AREA: 1,300 sq. kilometers
POPULATION: 325,000 inhabitants
CLIMATE: Tropical, humid, with an average
of 300 sunny days per year. The temperature
averages 28°C (82°F) and the rainy season
extends from late June to early October.
FAUNA: Nearby Sierra Vallejo hosts a great
variety of animal species such as iguana,
guacamaya, deer, raccoon, etc.
SANCTUARIES: Bahía de Banderas encloses
two Marine National Parks - Los Arcos and the
Marieta Islands - where diving is allowed under
certain circumstances but fishing of any kind is
prohibited. Every year, the Bay receives the visit
of the humpback whales, dolphins and manta
rays in the winter. During the summer, sea turtles,
a protected species, arrive to its shores to lay
their eggs.
ECONOMY: Local economy is based mainly
on tourism, construction and to a lesser degree,
on agriculture, mainly tropical fruit such as
mango, papaya, watermelon, pineapple,
guanabana, cantaloupe and bananas.
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CURRENCY: The Mexican Peso is the legal
currency in Mexico although Canadian and
American dollars are widely accepted.
BUSES: A system of urban buses with
different routes. Current fare is $8.00 Pesos
per ticket and passengers must purchase
a new ticket every time they board another
bus. There are no “transfers”.
TAXIS: There are set rates within defined
zones of the town. Do not enter a taxi
without agreeing on the price with the driver
FIRST. If you are staying in a hotel, you may
want to check the rates usually posted in the
lobby. Also, if you know which restaurant you
want to go, do not let the driver change your
mind. Many restaurateurs pay commissions
to taxi drivers and you may end up paying
more than you should, in a second-rate
establishment! There are 2 kinds of taxi
cabs: those at the airport and the maritime
port that can only be boarded there. They
have pre-fixed rates per passenger. City
cabs are yellow or white, and charge by the
ride, not by passenger. When you ask to go
downtown, remember that your fare covers
the ENTIRE central area, so make sure you
are brought to the main plaza! Pick up a free
map, and insist on your full value from the
driver! Note the number of your taxi in case
of any problem, or if you forget something
in the cab. Then your hotel or travel rep can
help you check it out or lodge a complaint.
Uber has also been available in PV for the
past year or so. Download their app in your
smartphone.
TIME ZONE: The entire State of Jalisco is
on Central Time, as is the area of the State of
Nayarit from Lo de Marcos in the north to the
Ameca River, i.e.: Nuevo Vallarta, Bucerías, La
Cruz de Huanacaxtle, Sayulita, San Pancho,
Punta Mita, etc. North of Lo De Marcos,
Guayabitos, La Peñita, San Blas, etc. are on

Mountain Time, i.e.: one hour behind PV time.
TELEPHONE CALLS: Always check on the
cost of long distance calls from your hotel
room. Some establishments charge as much
as U.S. $7.00 per minute!
CELL PHONES: Most cellular phones from
the U.S. and Canada may be programmed for
local use, through Telcel and IUSAcell, the local
carriers. To dial cell to cell, use the prefix 322,
then the seven digit number of the person you’re
calling. Omit the prefix if dialling a land line.
LOCAL CUSTOMS: Tipping is usually 10%-15%
of the bill at restaurants and bars. Tip bellboys,
taxis, waiters, maids, etc. depending on the
service. Some businesses and offices close from
2 p.m. to 4 p.m., reopening until 7 p.m. or later.
In restaurants, it is considered poor manners
to present the check before it is requested, so
when you’re ready to leave, ask «La cuenta, por
favor» and your bill will be delivered to you.
MONEY EXCHANGE: Banks will give you a
higher rate of exchange than the exchange
booths (caja de cambio), though not all offer
exchange services to foreigners. Better yet,
if you have a “bank card”, withdraw funds
from your account back home. Try to avoid
exchanging money at your hotel. Traditionally,
those offer the worst rates.
WHAT TO DO: Even if your all-inclusive hotel
is everything you ever dreamed of, you should
experience at least a little of all that Vallarta
has to offer - it is truly a condensed version of
all that is Mexican and existed before «Planned
Tourist Resorts», such as Cancun, Los Cabos
and Ixtapa, were developed. Millions have
been spent to ensure that the original “small
town” flavor is maintained downtown, in the
Old Town and on the South Side.
DRINKING WATER: The false belief that a
Mexican vacation must inevitably lead to an
encounter with Moctezuma’s revenge is just
that: false. For the 26th year in a row, Puerto
Vallarta’s water has been awarded a certification
of purity for human consumption. It is one of
only two cities in Mexico that can boast of such
accomplishment. True, the quality of the water
tested at the purification plant varies greatly
from what comes out of the tap at the other end.
So do be careful. On the other hand, most large
hotels have their own purification equipment
and most restaurants use purified water. If you
want to be doubly sure, you can pick up purified
bottled water just about anywhere.
EXPORTING PETS: Canadian and American
tourists often fall in love with one of the many
stray dogs and cats in Vallarta. Many would like to
bring it back with them, but believe that the laws
do not allow them to do so. Wrong. If you would
like to bring a cat or a dog back home, call the
local animal shelter for more info: 293-3690.
LOCAL SIGHTSEEING: A good beginning
would be to take one of the City Tours offered by
the local tour agencies. Before boarding, make
sure you have a map and take note of the places
you want to return to. Then venture off the beaten
path. Explore a little. Go farther than the tour bus
takes you. And don’t worry - this is a safe place.
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I thank all of you who
participated in our little
contest last week by posting
–and
emailingtheir
guesses as to the number of
jackfruit camouflaged on
the tree near Los Mercados
(cover photo, Issue #505).
Did you know that this was
our 9th such contest?
We may have broken
our own record… nearly
12,000 (!!) of you visited
our Facebook page, in
addition to those who log
on directly to our web site! Thank you all!
Now – as promised – we are pleased to announce the winner
of our little “How many jackfruit do you see in our cover
photo?” contest that generated such an unexpected response on
the part of our readers. The winner is… (drum roll…) a lady
whose Facebook name is Anistastia Alapinko!
Ms. Alapinko will receive a certificate for a dinner for two
generously donated by Trio Restaurant, which is celebrating
its 21st Anniversary this month. If possible, we will get some
photos to share with you.
Just so you’ll know, our little 4-member panel of judges was
as challenged as our readers to reach an agreement as to the
final number. Not an easy task, with so many leaves that look
like fruit…
By the way, if you want to find out a little more about this
exotic fruit that grows so plentifully all around the Bay of
Banderas, Google it, it’s fascinating stuff…
Two more of our readers guessed the correct number, but as
mentioned in our introduction last week, only the first one to
send his/her guess in wins. Consequently, our congratulations
go to the lady, and the other two, who will have to wait for the
winter season when we hope to run another similar contest. We
suggest you keep a lookout for it, when the Mirror is in print!
For you who have not yet done so, please remember to “like”
our Facebook PAGE: P.v. Mirror (not just the post). Until next
time... Stay well, stay safe and do enjoy yourself this summer,
wherever you are!
Allyna Vineberg
Publisher / Editor

Cheryl’s Shoebox 3rd Annual Summer Bash
Please join us for our 3rd Annual Summer Bash to be held on
Sunday, August 5th, 2018, at Babel Bar located on the Isla Cuale.
This fundraiser will consist of live music and picnic style games
where your favorite restaurants, bars and shops will compete for the
title of Cheryl’s Shoebox Summer Beach Bash Champions!
Babel Bar on the Isla Cuale can be accessed via the Insurgentes
bridge, walk east past The Jazz Café. It is also accessible from the
Aquiles Serdán Swing Bridge east of Aguacate.
The event starts at 2 p.m. and will go until 8 p.m. Admission is
$200. Pesos For more details, please go to:
www.cherylsshoebox.org/summerbash/
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A return to trade protectionism led by the United
States could cause serious risks for the global
economy, Latin American trade ministers attending
the fifth Business Meeting of the Pacific Alliance in
Mexico said.
Mexico’s Minister of Economy Ildefonso Guajardo
said the “profound change” coming from Washington
obliges other countries to assume new responsibilities
for ensuring free trade. “We always expect that these
swings in strategy are temporary, but we would be
fooling ourselves,” he added, Xinhua reported.
Otherwise, there could be serious consequences
for the most vulnerable populations. “No one suffers
more from closed economies than the poor,” Guajardo
said at the week-long summit which began Monday in
Puerto Vallarta.
Colombian trade and industry minister, Maria
Lorena Gutierrez, said the world is facing “the most
complicated moment in its trade history. There is a
clear protectionist trend mixed with certain populism,”
she added. The consequences, if this trend continued,
would be more conflict, not only in trade but also in
economic and social matters, including vital aspects
like security, she said.
Gutierrez also expressed concern that the efforts
made to create multilateral organizations like the
World Trade Organization and the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development could be
lost. However, Peru’s Minister of Foreign Trade
and Tourism, Roger Valencia, suggested the current
trade conflict begun by the United States could be
temporary. He underlined the importance of the bloc
to make joint efforts under such circumstances.
“The Pacific Alliance was born out of necessity and
the discovery that the power we have is in working
together and integrating ourselves,” he said.
Chile’s Director General of International Economic
Relations, Rodrigo Yanez, said it is important for the
Pacific Alliance nations to look toward other zones,
including the Asia-Pacific region, an obligatory step
in consolidating trade with this region.
Eighth Largest Trading Bloc
The Pacific Alliance, created in April 2011, is made
up of Chile, Colombia, Mexico and Peru, and has
more than 50 observer states.

The Pacific Alliance, launched in 2012, accounts
for 38% of Latin American GDP and represents the
eighth largest economy in the world, with a population
of 223 million people.
Collectively, its members are the world’s top
exporter of goods ranging from avocados to copper
to lead, and are the fifth-largest recipient of foreign
direct investment. That has drawn interest from
other countries, including Australia, Canada, New
Zealand and Singapore, which are all in the process
of becoming associate members.
But the summit began without one key figure
expected to attend: Mexican President-elect Andres
Manuel Lopez Obrador, an anti-establishment leftist
and free-trade skeptic. The summit was supposed to
be Lopez Obrador’s debut on the international stage
ahead of his inauguration on December 1.
But the politician known as “AMLO” pulled out
on Friday, saying it would not be proper to attend
because electoral authorities have not yet officially
declared him president-elect. Electoral authorities
have until September 6 to officially certify the results
of the July 1 election.
Shift to the Right
The other leaders at the summit are Sebastian
Pinera of Chile, Juan Manuel Santos of Colombia
and Martin Vizcarra of Peru, as well as guests Michel
Temer of Brazil, Mauricio Macri of Argentina and
Tabare Vazquez of Uruguay.
Lopez Obrador has vowed to be fiscally responsible,
safeguard free enterprise and work together with the
outgoing administration to continue renegotiating
the North American Free Trade Agreement with the
United States and Canada, a deal he had criticized in
the past.
Guajardo said he saw a “window of opportunity”
to resume NAFTA negotiations, stalled over US
demands.
Jesus Seade, the incoming Mexican negotiator in the
complex NAFTA talks, meanwhile told reporters in
Puerto Vallarta he was looking to finalize the process.
“All the positions that have been put forward are good
ones, those that have been rejected were rejected for a
reason. Now we need to find a way to close the deal.”
(Source: financialtribune.com)
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A trade court Thursday ordered the Trump administration to
implement a ban on seafood imports from Mexico caught with a
method tied to harming an endangered porpoise species.
The United States Court of International Trade ruled that the
government must ban Mexican imports of seafood caught using
gillnets, a fishing technique that has been found to injure and kill
the critically endangered vaquita porpoise.
Scientists believe there are only 15 vaquitas left in the wild, which
could leave the species extinct by 2021.

The court denied the Trump administration’s motion to dismiss
the case, writing, “Evidence shows that vaquita are killed by gillnet
fishing and are on the verge of extinction: because the statutory
duty to ban fish imports resulting in such excessive marine mammal
bycatch is mandatory, the Government must comply with it.”
Gillnets are a type of fishing net that is hung in the water to catch
passing-by seafood.
The case brought by three conservation groups, the Natural
Resources Defense Council, the Center for Biological Diversity and
the Animal Welfare Institute, against the Department of Commerce
argues that it is the U.S. government’s duty to enact a ban on
Mexican seafood imports under the Marine Mammal Protection Act
for the vaquita, the smallest species of porpoise.
The court agreed, determining that the “law commands” that “the
Secretary of the Treasury shall ban imports of fish and fish products
from northern Gulf fisheries that utilize gillnets and incidentally kill
vaquita in excess of United States standards.”
The vaquita is most often found in the upper Gulf of California.
Seafood products typically caught with gillnets include shrimp,
corvina, Spanish mackerel and bigeye croaker.
According to data compiled by the National Marine Fisheries
Service under the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
the U.S. imported more than $55 million worth of seafood from
Mexico in 2017.
More than 90 percent of the seafood eaten in the U.S. is imported.
(Source: thehill.com)
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Grupo Vidanta, the leading resort
and tourism developer in Mexico
and Latin America, will host
its inaugural Vidanta Wellness
Retreat at Vidanta Nuevo Vallarta
in November, offering guests
a unique wellness-inspired
vacation.
Led by worldrenowned health expert,
Deepak Chopra - globally
recognized as a pioneer in
integrative medicine and
personal transformation –
the weekend retreat will
offer a series of conferences,
workshops and activities
available to both resort guests
and to the general public.
“Seeking to provide guests
with the best vacation experiences,
we’re pleased to amplify our wellness
programming and provide access
to top-tier experts such as Deepak
Chopra throughout the Vidanta
Wellness Retreat,” said Norma
Preciado, lifestyle and entertainment
marketing director for Grupo Vidanta.
“In addition to offering AAA Five
Star accommodations, we’re inspired
to offer guests the highest Level
of service, dining, shopping and
entertainment experiences.”
From November 1-4, 2018,
guests can choose to participate
in the Vidanta Wellness Retreat
workshops, fitness classes and
expert speaker sessions including
everything from healthy cooking
classes and nutritional workshops,
to fitness classes ranging from
sunrise and aerial yoga to standup paddle boarding and functional
training camps or spin. Additional
wellness weekend programming
includes access to a curated healthy
menu
featuring
spa-inspired
cuisine created specifically for the
weekend, in addition to guided
meditation sessions, traditional
Temazcal healing experiences, vegan
cooking classes and more.
A special Day of the Dead

celebration will also take place on
Friday, November 2nd and a keynote
address and dinner with Deepak
Chopra, one of the Time Magazine
Top 100 Heroes & Icons, and author

of more than 85 books including
25 New York Times bestsellers, on
Saturday, November 3rd.
A Fellow of the American
College of Physicians, member
of the American Association of
Clinical
Endocrinologists,
and
Clinical Professor in Medicine at
the University of California, San
Diego, Deepak Chopra’s key lecture
titled, “The Future of Wellbeing,”
will highlight how we understand
ourselves and the health of those
around us, among other topics.
Vidanta Nuevo Vallarta’s inaugural
Vidanta Wellness Retreat is a
new project from Grupo Vidanta,

perfectly combining the property’s
stunning resort accommodations,
award-winning spa and emphasis
on wellness to inspire guests with a
recharged sense of being.
To inquire about packages
for the Vidanta Wellness
Retreat, please call the
customer service center at
1 800 292 9446 or send an
email to customerservice@
vidanta.com.
For more
information about this and
other Grupo Vidanta wellness
projects, please visit www.
VidantaWellness.com as of
August 6th, 2018.
The package that includes
the conference and dinner
with Deepak Chopra, is available for
purchase exclusively at https://m.
ticketmaster.com.mx/
About Grupo Vidanta
Founded in 1974 by the tourism
industry’s leading visionary, Daniel
Chávez Morán, Grupo Vidanta
is
Mexico
and
Latin
America’s preeminent full-service
tourism developer, specializing
in vacation destinations, luxury
hotel brands, golf courses, real
estate,
tourism
infrastructure
and
entertainment.
The
company’s visionary approach to
the development of luxury beach

Deepak Chopra

destinations brings vacation dreams
to life via luxury entertainment and
destination resorts on the coastlines of
Mexico’s most sought-after locations
- Nuevo Vallarta, Riviera Maya, Los
Cabos, Acapulco, Puerto Peñasco,
Puerto Vallarta and Mazatlán with seven distinct brands including
Grand Luxxe, The Grand Bliss, The
Grand Mayan, The Bliss, Mayan
Palace, Sea Garden and Ocean
Breeze, with more in development.
For more information, visit www.
GrupoVidanta.com
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Joe Harrington

Mission Impossible: Fallout
and George Orwell Revisited
MOVIES: Mission Impossible
is one of those franchises that seem
to not fall on its face by going
down hill after the first release.
In 1996 Number One came out
to slightly mixed reviews. Then
things got better and better – think
Ghost Protocol (93%) and Rogue
Nation (93%). This time around,
the sixth in the remarkable series
gets from top critics on Rotten
Tomato’s Meter a whopping 97%.
This movie is 147 minutes long but
feels much shorter. The movie’s
plot is also compelling, which is
rare for an action / adventure.
The last time I saw a movie with

this kind of blood pressure raising
and heart palpitations thumping
was World War Z. Even the
ending of that movie, with Brad
Pitt holding an axe as he moved
through hallways trying to make
no noise while getting to vault 139
and a possible deadly cure against
the undead was tension, tension,
tension.
Fall Out’s tension comes as
fast with the action flick as I
have ever seen - including its five
predecessors.
Tom Cruise, a.k.a. Ethan Hunt,
still does many of his own stunts
and from the look of the ones in

this current release, the guy’s lucky
he’s still breathing. If there is one
connection with all of these IMF
flicks, it’s there will be a scene, or
scenes, where Cruise is running
like he’s competing in an Olympic
100-meter dash. But you don’t
usually face death if you’re just
running, unless being chased by
Zombies, but flying a chopper that
rams another without CGI help makes one wonder if Cruise has a
death wish.
The production value locations
begin with Belfast, then moves
to Berlin, Paris, London, to the
climatic finish in Kashmir.
In the beginning, the plot might
seem very familiar: Terrorist trying
to get hold of nuclear weapons.
But the target and motive put a
very different spin on things. For
instance, usually the bad guys
want to blow up New York or
Washington DC. Not this time.
Target is Asian water with the
aim of contaminating the drinking
water of China, Pakistan and India
– killing the liquid of life sustaining
a third of the world’s population.
The final fight scene was shot
at Norway’s Pulpit Rock, a sheer
cliff 2,000 feet high overlooking a
fjord. When you watch this, keep
in mind the entire fight was shot on
location with one exception: the
few seconds that Cruise and his
antagonist are hanging from the
sheer face of the wall, that was shot
on a set.

Once again, a favorite of mine
reprises an IMF role – Simon Pegg.
He is one of those characters who
can make me smile just watching
his face.
IMF movies aren’t
comedies, but his friendly mug still
makes me feel like all is right with
the world.
Unfortunately, not all is right
with the world as we segue to….
& MADNESS: In his classic
novel 1984, George Orwell told
the story of Winston Smith who
worked in the Records Department
of the Ministry of Truth. His job
was to rewrite history distorting
that information into the country’s
leader called Big Brother’s
imaginary version. Orwell wrote
this as WWII was ending. His
physical description of Big Brother
is clearly a combination of Hitler
and Stalin. Orwell’s tale shows
how
totalitarianism
destroys
mankind’s spirit. He demonstrated,
following Winston Smith’s life,
that it is impossible under this
type government control to be a
freethinker. And to freely think
and speak and write are the heart
and soul of the First Amendment of
the Bill of Rights.
An event this past week made me
remember something. I went online
and researched looking for a quote
that long go (meaning way back
when I was in school) had struck
me as significant. I was delighted
Continued on next page...
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when I found it. Orwell wrote in
reference to boss Big Brother and
his Outer Party: “The party told
you to reject the evidence of your
eyes and ears. It was the final most
essential command.”
What does this have to do with
anything?
Last week, Donald Trump gave
a speech to the Veterans of Foreign
Wars.
During his speech he said, “This
country is doing better than it’s
ever done before economically, but
it’s all working out. Just remember,
what you’re seeing and what you’re
reading is not what’s happening.”
Wow. First off, that statement is
ridiculous. Is his second sentence
referring to his first sentence?
That’s what the conjunction “but”
implies. Is it all working out or
isn’t it? The second sentence
doesn’t refer to anything else so
in context it must refer to what
goes before, meaning Trump’s first
statement. Which mean that his
claim the country is doing better
economically is apparently fake
news. The report for the Second
Quarter is in and it is 4.1% growth
of the GNP. Which is great but not
better than it’s ever done before.
Obama had a quarter that was
4.9, George W. Bush 7.3 and Bill
Clinton almost touched the rarified
air of 10% GNP.
Taken with what he says later,
however, it then becomes obvious
Trump is referring to the media
with his claim, “…what you’re
seeing and reading is not what’s
happening.”
Our flawed leader – anyone who
lies all the time can only be described
as flawed – also said, “Don’t believe
the crap you see from these people,
the fake news.” Then POTUS
pointed at nearby reporters.
Trump desperately wants to
be the fictional Big Brother of
Orwell’s creation because he added
to that audience of veteran men and
women who fought for America
on foreign shores, “Just stick with

SHOWS THIS WEEK
Fri Aug 3

us,” adding only believe what the
administration tells you.
This is the ultimate extension
of the countless “Believe me”
comments by the leader of America.
I might believe something,
anything, that this administration
tells me if it hasn’t consistently
lied to me and the rest of the world
for a year and a half.
But it has. I have heard words
coming out of POTUS’ mouth
while watching him say them on
television. Then later learn that
what he said was a Big Fat Lie.
But, according to Trump, I am
supposed to ignore all evidence,
all input from ears and eyes and
logical mind because he states
categorically only what he says is
the truth?
Sorry Mr. President, but the PEW
Report has now clocked you at
over 3,400 whoppers in eighteen
months. Why the hell should I
believe you?
The night that POTUS made
those remarks to brave veterans he
became furious when – on returning
to Air Force One – he learned his
wife’s television was turned to –
the horror – dreaded CNN.
Apparently 2018’s version of
Orwell’s Big Brother (whom I
prefer to think of as Big Liar) didn’t
have the impact he was wishing
for. The First Lady stated the next

morning that she would watch any
television station she felt like.
Good for you, First Lady. You’re
a freethinker.
Here are a few more quotes from
Orwell’s 1984.
● “Power is in tearing human
minds to pieces and putting them
together again in new shapes of
your own choosing.”
● “The Party seeks power
entirely for its own sake. We are
not interested in the good of others;
we are interested solely in power,
pure power.”
● “Big Brother is watching you.”
One last thought to leave you with
Gentle Reader (to steal a salutation
from Judith Martin, a.k.a. Miss
Manners, author of an etiquette
column in the Washington Post).
Michael Cohen has stated that
Donald Trump knew in advance
about the infamous Trump Tower
Meeting. POTUS has vehemently
denied this over and over. Both
these guys are colossal pillars of
deceit, but this time, just by logic,
one of them actually has to be
telling the truth. Who would have
believed it?
As Lewis Carroll’s character
Alice, while in Wonderland, once
exclaimed
ungrammatically,
“Curiouser and curiouser!”

Joe Harrington
Is an internationally published author and documentary film director. He can be reached
with suggestions or criticisms at JoeMovieMadness@Yahoo.com. Artwork by Bob Crabb.

The Joan Houston Show - 5 pm
Luis Villanueva 7:30 pm
Pop/Latin classics
Lady Zen “The Best of K.D. Lang”: 8 pm

Sat Aug 4

Bingo w/ Pearl - 4 pm
Farewell Variety Show - 7 pm
Special with Lady Zen

Sun Aug 5

Yuvia Niebla - 5 pm
The Red Suitcases 7:30 pm
Classic rock/popSalsa & dancing lessons - 8 pm
Cheko Ruiz “Gypsy Kings” - 8 pm

Tue Aug 7

Tongo Latin/Cuban 5 pm
Santiago Martin & band
Latin / Flamenco 7 p.m.
Dinner & Movie w/ Paco Ojeda 7 pm

Wed Aug 8

Joby Hernandez 5 pm
Pop/rock favorites
The Red Suitcases 7:30 pm
Classic rock/pop
Salsa & dancing lessons - 8 pm
Greater Tuna (comedy) 8 pm
w/ Tracy Parks & Ron Spencer
FINAL SHOW & PARTY

Thu Aug 9

Zoe Wood & Eduardo Leon - 5 pm
Nuevo flamenco / Latin
Open Mic - 7:30 pm

Open 4 to 11:30 pm Tues to Sun.
Casual dining: 4 to 11 pm
Happy Hour - 4-6 pm
The Zen Hour - 4-5 pm
Happy Hour - 10 pm to closing
No cover in the piano bar.

109 Insurgentes - Romantic Zone
223-9756 Tickets, info & Calendar: www.incantovallarta.com
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Act II is already going “full speed ahead” to get ready for its exciting 2018-2019 season!
With five musicals and a stage play in its Main Stage schedule, rehearsals are being held
every day, and the staff is busy preparing costumes, set design and everything else that
needs to be done. Act II still needs a few more actors in several of its productions. If
you are interested in auditioning for one of these parts, please contact Danny Mininni at
dannyminini@yahoo.com or Alfonso Lopez at alfonso@outlook.com for information!

Opening November 21!

Wednesdays, Happy Hour 6 p.m.,
Karaoke 8 p.m. (Encore Lounge)
Bob’s Karaoke Party at Act II is known as the
most popular, most welcoming and most FUN
karaoke party in the Bay! Happy Hour Drink
Specials are offered from 6 to 8 p.m., and free
karaoke begins at 8 p.m.! Our beautiful Encore
Lounge has a fully-stocked, air-conditioned
bar, and we feature the BEST KARAOKE in
town! Many of Act II’s singers/actors from your
favorite shows pop in to sing with the locals!
It doesn’t matter if you are by yourself
or are afraid to get up on the stage. You are
totally welcome to just drop in and listen to
lots of other people sing while you relax in the
friendly, welcoming atmosphere! And… Bob’s
Karaoke is one of the best places to make new
friends! Join your hosts, Marsha Ward Ross
and Danny Mininni, on Wednesday nights for a
totally fun and AIR-CONDITIONED evening!

Think back for just a moment…
Do you remember the fairy tale, Cinderella...
the animated story of a young woman forced
into a life of servitude by her cruel stepmother
and self-centered stepsisters? Cinderella was
transformed into a Princess and she found her
handsome prince. Cinderella, the Musical,
is based on that fairy tale!
But in its inimitable style, Act II’s talented
director, Alfonso Lopez, brings the animated
version to LIFE with a production that
everyone will love!
This traditional, old-fashioned fairytale
is up-to-date, refreshing, and sometimes
irreverent! The music is beautiful… classic
Rodgers and Hammerstein… the dancing
is stunning, the costumes are gorgeous, and
the set is breath-taking! But the best part of
this production is the surprisingly hilarious
and ironic message that will have everyone
rolling in the aisles with laughter!
This show is great for people of all
ages! Featuring many of Puerto Vallarta’s wellknown actors, it also includes some very talented
newcomers! Adults will love the humor and the
seemingly impossible costume changes, and
children will love the magic and beauty of a
Broadway musical! Be sure to put this on your
list of things to do in Puerto Vallarta!

ABOUT THE VENUE
Act II Stages of Puerto Vallarta
engages, inspires, entertains
and challenges audiences
with theatrical productions
that range from the classics
to new works. We train and
support the next generation
of theater artists, we provide
arts education programs that
promote lifelong learning to
a diverse community, and we
celebrate the essential power
of the theater to illuminate our
common humanity.
Tickets to all shows can be
purchased online at act2pv.
com, at the box office, which
opens at 4 p.m. on show
days, or at the 2nd Box Office
location, across the street from
Garbo’s on Pulpito Street in
the Romantic Zone.
The Act II Entertainment
Stages complex is located
upstairs on the corner of
Insurgentes and Basilio
Badillo on the South side of
Puerto Vallarta. For more
information, call 222-1512, or
follow Act II on Facebook
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Indigenous Mexican people aim
to break Guinness record with beaded mosaic
Only two months ago, the Wixáritari people (better known as the
Huichols) were blocking the roads and closing the schools and medical
facilities of San Sebastián Teponahuaxtlán in the Western Sierra Madre,
in Jalisco, Mexico, where they live.
The protests lasted 50 days. They were demanding the national
government enforce the judicial decision of the agrarian lawsuits they
had won from the ranchers of Huajimics. Nearly 2,000 hectares of their
ancestral lands had to be returned to them. The Huichols didn’t even
allow the recent presidential elections to be conducted in their territory,
where more than 7,000 of these currently live.
Today a group of them are trying to break a Guinness World
Record with their traditional craft by creating an 882-square-foot (81
square meters) mural of 32 assembled pieces with thousands of colorful
beads. According to EFE, 15 Wixárica have been working around the
clock during the last seven weeks to finish the pieces of the mosaic that
will weigh two tons. Maurilio Rentería Guzmán told the news agency
that this is the first time a mosaic this size is being made and that the
hardest part of the job was transferring the design to the plywood sheets
that are the bases of each piece.
“It has all been quite a challenge for us. We thought about it for almost
half a day to see how we would be able to accomplish that and it took
us two days. We have had to put it together piece by piece like a jigsaw
puzzle and then we had to thread the lines to match,” Rentería explained.
According to the Cultural Survival magazine, the Wixáritari have very
much preserved their Mesoamerican religion roots, which are animated
by their history and surroundings.
“For the Huicholes, the land is the fundamental point of reference
for everything, from the religious to the productive and the political.
In recent times, the land has become the axis around which a territorial
organization has been created, which has made it possible to confront
external forces that stand in the way of their continued existence as a
distinct culture,” the article states.
“The Wixáritari are artistic people,” writes Javier Ignacio Martínez
on Arte Marakame, a web page focused on Huichol arts. According
to Martínez, their families organize in a way that at least one of their
members helps to maintain the tradition for all.

“If any member of the family is assigned a task, the rest of the
members will contribute to pay the expenses connected to the activity,”
he explains.
As a matter of fact, the only award Guinness World Record breakers
receive is acknowledgment, so the creators of the mosaic are bearing the
costs of making it.
Around 40% of Huichols have migrated to other cities to look for jobs.
Their art has drawn attention.
“Maybe this is how many Wixáritari women and men have become
consummate artists, as they have migrated to the main cities of the
country and have dedicated almost exclusively to do their work and to
find the means to sell it,” Martínez said.
According to EFE, the world record mosaic is indeed “a source of
employment for the local families” and “a chance to showcase their art
and culture to the world.”
“Whether at a national or international level, this is a very large project
that will put both the Wixáritari and Jalisco on the map,” Rentería added.
All the pieces of the mosaic will be finished in a few days. The mural
will be mounted and presented as a single piece during the International
Mariachi Festival in Jalisco on August 20.
(Source: aldianews.com)
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Anna Reisman

This past Tuesday afternoon, I had
to go meet a friend in Fluvial. The
rain started as I was on my way home,
but by that time it was too late for me
to change the route I was taking, on
Francisco Villa Blvd. Now for those
of you unfamiliar with Vallarta in the
summertime, I must tell you that that
particular major thoroughfare floods
as soon as the rain starts. None of the
last six administrations has wanted to
tackle the job of fixing the drainage
infrastructure to fix that annual
problem. It would obviously involve
major investments…
Photos of another section of town
-which doesn’t usually flood- were
posted on the local social media, just
to give you an idea of the situation.

By the time I got home, I was in
such a hurry to get inside that I forgot
to turn off the lights. Consequently,
when I had to go out again in the
evening, the battery was D-E-D. So I
walked. Nice change of routine.
Many weeks ago, I received a letter
that never made it to print. Here it is:
“Hello Anna. I was in PV end of
May, first of June. Let people know
to look on the top of the white bus if
they want one that is air conditioned.
The ones with a/c have a big long unit
on top. The others have two small pop

up hatches. Also,
only two routes with
a/c buses. Bus says
Versalles and the
other is Pitillal-Coapinole.
I had read several times that there
were 3 places to buy and recharge the
bus cards. Not true. Only at Plaza
Caracol and west side of the plaza in
Pittillal.
Hopefully there will be continued
improvements to the transportation
system. Puerto Vallarta will never
be a premier city with the antiquated
buses currently running through town.
Ronnie”
There, now I’ve fulfilled Ronnie’s
request and you “people” know!
Unfortunately, I’m afraid that the
drivers of those new
buses are already
learning to drive as
crazy as those of the
old ones.
If you’re not an
animal lover, don’t
read the rest of this
column.
As those of you
who follow me on
Facebook
know,
I’ve lost two of my
cats over the last two
years, leaving me
with “only” six. A few weeks ago, I
fell in love with a kitten whose picture
was posted on FB by a PEACE
volunteer. I’m supposed to pick him
up tomorrow, marking the first time I
will have a kitten in the house in six
years or so. If my Rottweiler is too
aggressive with him, I’ve kept the
option of returning him to his foster
mom. I’m very excited about this…
I will let you know how it goes.
Until next time, stay well, keep dry
and hydrated, only a few weeks of
extreme heat left… sheis@ymail.com

On August 14, 1997, Trio opened its doors for the first time.
A new and exciting place led by the fresh and innovative ideas
of Chef Bernhard Güth and his vast experience cooking in
the finest establishments in Europe and the United States. In
2001, chef Ulf Henriksson joined the Trio family as a partner.
Our beautiful Puerto Vallarta has experienced many changes,
a friendly city also recognized as an important gastronomic
destination where people enjoy sun, beach, human warmth
and a variety of high level food. Trio restaurant also evolved
with the same commitment as 21 years ago “using the best
local ingredients cooked in a Mediterranean style, without
fear of using Mexican influences and ideas from around the
world creating a very personal kitchen.”
Trio extends a cordial invitation to celebrate its 21st
Anniversary with a special 20% discount on food consumption
during the month of August. Thank you for sharing with us
flavors, textures, aromas, encounters, experiences, stories and
the gastronomy that we are so passionate about, for allowing
us to delight your palates for more than two decades. Celebrate
gastronomy, celebrate Trio Restaurant.
For those who make Trio a prestigious gastronomic
institution, for the spirit of service that characterizes them,
effort, passion and dedication, our eternal gratitude and
recognition to the most important pillar of this dream that
took flight 21 years ago.
To all those who were part, those who stayed and future
colleagues who will join the project, to all of you... THANKS!
Trio is open daily from 6 to 11:30 p.m. at 264 Guerrero.
Reserve at 222-2196.
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When your way isn’t working
Giselle Bellanger

RN, LCSW

Most of us are probably familiar with the cliché “when
your way isn’t working, try something else,” but that is much
easier said than done. By nature, we resist change, we become
extremely comfortable and secure in what is familiar, whether it
is good for us or not, makes us happy or causes us a great deal
of pain (physical or emotional). We become so accustomed to
“our way” that we can’t even imagine that there is another way.
Well, there is another way, in fact there are many other ways
of doing something, or behaving, or thinking, or treating people,
or approaching life. The way you are, the way you treat yourself,
the way you do things, as well as the way you interact and relate
with others in intimate relationships, as a parent, or at work, all
must be reviewed when considering what to change in order to
improve your life and create happiness. Your way hasn’t worked
yet, so what makes you think it’s going to work now?
“Try something else”
A common saying from the 12-step program is “the definition
of insanity is doing the same thing over and over expecting
different results.” How many of you can relate to that?! If
you are fighting addiction, struggling with co-dependency,
are in an abusive or unhappy relationship, are overweight or
always dieting, you may feel like that. An addict who is trying
to quit using or who is a chronic relapser may not be able to get
better and stay clean because there are still some things they
repeatedly/continually do that they need to let go of or change.
It can be very frustrating to continue to tolerate the same
thing day after day or year after year and depending on what
it is, it may be very detrimental, dangerous, and even life
threatening. It may even leave some of you feeling helpless
and/or hopeless. For example, someone considering leaving
an abusive relationship may stay for the children, for financial
reasons, or believing the situation will get better.
It is important to note that some of you have made efforts to
try different ways of handling a situation or changing something
about yourself and still have not found the way that works for
you. It may be due to circumstances outside of your control
or due to other people involved who are unwilling to change.
There are always other factors or variables that you may be
unaware of or are out of your control. All of this must be
carefully considered and clarified.
“Your way is what got you here”
“Here”…, to this point in time, to this problem or crisis,
or to therapy. In the process, you may have rejected many
opportunities, many people who tried to help, or advice and
guidance because it wasn’t what you liked or wanted to do, or it

didn’t feel good, or maybe it required too much effort. Maybe
you are the type to rebel and absolutely must do it your way no
matter what.
If your way is what got you here, it obviously isn’t working
and you must try something else. You need to be humble enough
to ask for help, to follow advice, to learn new ways however
uncomfortable or anxious they make you feel. You must find
the strength to resist your old “sick, dysfunctional” instincts and
allow those whom you’ve chosen either in 12-step programs,
support groups, or therapists, to guide you and teach you new
instincts and ways of being as you let go of the old. Remind
yourself every day or every hour that they figured it out, they
made it, they must have something valuable to teach me. This
requires that you learn to surrender.
Surrender your ways, your instincts, your impulsive reactions,
your way of thinking, your point(s) of view, and agree to follow
and learn new ways. This is especially true if you are paying
for professional help. You need to think “no matter how much
I don’t agree or how ridiculous their ideas/advice sounds, I’m
paying them to show me a new way” and turn it over; surrender.
Wait to see how it turns out. You will most likely find that it
works, things are improving, and you will feel a sense of calm.
Embrace change
It will be very difficult at first, but it will eventually bring
relief and a certain lightness and freedom. You will finally feel
empowered and hopeful. You will believe that things can improve
and change and you will enthusiastically look forward to your
future! The Chinese character for “crisis” and “opportunity”
is exactly the same. Think about it. What if you viewed every
crisis as an opportunity? What a positive perspective and
empowering motivator. Embrace the new, choose to grow, and
get to know yourself better than ever before.

Giselle Belanger
RN, LCSW (psychotherapist) is available for appointments in person, by phone,
or by skype webcam. Contact info: ggbelangerpv@gmail.com Mex cell: 044 (322) 138-9552
or US cell: (312) 914-5203
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Krystal Frost

The longevity lifestyle

The leading causes of premature aging and premature death
Increased insulin and leptin receptor
sensitivity has clearly become the
leading candidate for premature
death. This results from two primary
conditions: too much sugar and salt,
processed foods, combined with
insufficient exercise.
Interestingly, controlling these
factors could likely eliminate more
than 90% of:
- High blood pressure
- Obesity
- Diabetes
- High cholesterol
Of all the molecules capable of
inflicting damage in your body,
probably the most damaging of all
are sugar molecules. Fructose in
particular is an extremely potent
pro-inflammatory agent that speeds
up the aging process.
This is mostly an artifact of the
postindustrial agricultural revolution
that we live in as over thirty years
ago scientists learned how to cheaply
produce sugar from corn and now
it is loaded in nearly all processed
foods and has become the number
one source of calories in most all
developed countries.
Fructose is a major contributor to:
- Insulin resistance and obesity
- Elevated blood pressure
- Elevated triglycerides
and elevated LDL
- Cardiovascular disease, liver disease,
cancer, arthritis and even gout
How does it do all this?
Fructose adversely affects your body
in a number of ways, but one of the
mechanisms that causes significant
damage is glycation; a process in which
the sugar bonds with proteins and
form so-called advanced glycation end
products, or AGEs. It’s a fitting acronym
because – along with oxidation – it’s
one of the major molecular mechanisms

whereby damage accrues in your body,
which leads to disease and aging.
When sugar glycates, it creates
inflammation,
which
activates
your immune system in a defensive
maneuver.
Macrophages are
scavenger cells that are part of your
immune defense system, and as such
they have special receptors for AGEs,
aptly called RAGEs (think: raging
inflammation). These RAGEs bind to
the AGEs and get rid of them.
Unfortunately, this process can
leave its fair share of battle scars.
Inside your arteries, for example, the
scar tissue created from this process
is called plaque. This also explains
why there’s such a strong connection
between diabetes and heart disease.
(Which, by the way, the Tradtional
Chinese Medicine knew about this
connection like 4.000 years ago)
People would be wise to limit
their fructose to 15 grams or less,
particularly if you have elevated
uric acid levels, which can be used
as a predictor for fructose toxicity.
This includes keeping track of your
fructose intake from whole fruits...
orange juice holding the highest in
fructose… with 45 per 100, while
blueberries, cherries, and some of the
tropical sour fruits have less then 9…
I recommend this lower level simply
because if you consume processed
foods or sweet beverages at all, you’re
virtually guaranteed to consume
“hidden” sources of fructose anyway.
The Anti-Aging Lifestyle
Going back to where I started, of
all the healthy lifestyle strategies I
know of that can have a significant
impact on longevity, normalizing
your insulin leptin and sodium levels
is probably the most important. We
find 95% of foods served have way to
much sodium based salts... Yikes!

O.k, so, there is no question that
optimizing your insulin /sodium levels
is an absolute necessity if you want to
slow down the aging process, which
means modifying your diet to avoid
excessive amounts of fructose, grains,
processed foods and other proinflammatory ingredients like trans
fats and sodium laden table salts.
Here are the rest of my top “antiaging” recommendations:
- Learn how to effectively cope with
stress – As discussed earlier, stress
has a direct impact on inflammation,
which in turn underlies many of
the chronic diseases that kill people
prematurely every day, so developing
effective coping mechanisms is a major
longevity-promoting factor.
Meditation, prayer, physical activity
and exercise are all viable options that
can help you maintain emotional and
mental equilibrium. It helps to have
some tools to keep your emotions
balanced and control mental excesses.
Exercising in fresh air is the best.
- Eat a healthy diet based on your
nutritional type – You should know
you blood type and read up on the diet
suitable for your blood type, this does
make a difference in energy levels and
weight control.
- Optimize Your Vitamin D
Levels. This is another very powerful
and inexpensive intervention that can
have profound benefits on your health.
In the summer you can do this for free
by careful and safe sun exposure but
even in the winter a therapeutic level
of oral vitamin D (typically 5-10,000
units of vitamin D3 for most adults).
That translate to about 15 min. sun
time before 11 or after 4.
- Animal based omega-3 fats –
Correcting the ratio of omega-3 to
healthful omega-6 fats is a strong factor
in helping people live longer. This
typically means increasing your intake
of animal based omega-3 fats, such as
krill oil, while decreasing your intake of
damaged omega-6 fats (think trans fats).
- Vegans can use flaxseed and
chia seeds for the omegas… another
superfood.
- Get your antioxidants from foods
– Good sources include blueberries,
cranberries, blackberries, raspberries,
strawberries, cherries, beans, and

artichokes avocados. Feel bold in trying
the local fruits such as nancy, carambola,
faisan, which you can find on the back of
local pickups around town.
- Eat local and organic as much
as possible. Read labels… READ
LABELS and question where your food
is coming from and who is handling it.
You will be amazed at fructose, lactose,
sugar, sodium, salt …and a lot of stuff
with long names. Artificial colors and
flavors (monosodium glutamate) are
especially irritating.
- Use coconut oil – Another excellent
anti-aging food is coconut oil, known
to reduce your risk of heart disease and
lower your cholesterol, among other
things. In fact, it’s doubly beneficial
because it can be both eaten and
applied directly to your skin. Coconut
oil can be used in place of other oils,
margarine, butter, or shortening, and
can be used for all your cooking needs.
You can get de-scented coconut oil. Do
use coconut oil on your face.
- Avoid white sugar, candy bars,
cookies, bakery goods.
- Choose low glycemic sweeteners
such as agave, magay, raw organic
types. And skip dessert (this takes
practice). Avoid table salts. You can
choose mineral rich salts such as
Himalayan pink salt, unprocessed
(we found some pink salt with
iodine, floride and sodium added…
Read the labels!)
- Eat and drink green.
Patients come to us for support
with pain and inflammation all the
time. It’s a growing epidemic. Please
know there is a direct connection to
pain and diet preferences. Sugars
and table salts lead the way. Take into
consideration they are ADDICTIVE
as well. It’s not easy to cut them out.
However I challenge you to 2
weeks of going salt and sugar free,
using agave and low sodium salts
as alternatives. Then check in with
yourself. I can guarantee you feel
different, lighter and have less pain.
Let me know how it goes.

Krystal Frost
For questions and comments Cell: 322 116-9645,
Email: krystal.frost73@hotmail.com
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Harriet Murray

How to survive and learn to enjoy
condominium ownership
For most of you who have owned single-family homes, buying a
condominium is a new experience. This type of ownership gives all
owners the opportunity to influence core decisions and procedures in
managing their joint asset.
Recently a wise man told me that most professionals who had worked
all their lives and followed a career path intensely, wanted to relax and
not treat their retirement or second home as a “business.” Many times,
my friend said, he wanted to turn over any decision making to his wife
and to stay out of the business side of the condominium ownership.
There are differences in how people respond to owning and sharing
the responsibility of joint ownership. The value of your condominium
is affected by not only its physical attributes, but by the stability and
maturity of the member of your condominium association.
Here are some thoughts to consider:
1. A good start begins with learning what laws affect real estate
ownership in the home country of your property. This may sound
basic, but over the years I have seen many problems caused by lack
of knowledge or misunderstanding of procedures, laws, and customs.
Understanding how the meetings should be held, what topics the board
can rule upon and what decisions involve the general membership, is
very important.
2. Be prepared to compromise and negotiate for the common good.
Meeting other owners or holding some informal parties or get-togethers
is not necessary, but it can be valuable to understanding your peers.
Appreciating your co-owners’ background and experience can go a
long way to successfully running a building.
3. The type of ownership you purchased is as substantial a part of
the property as its location, floor plan and amenities. Happy, well-run
associations improve the value of everyone’s property.

4. A check list before purchasing a condominium may have included:
a. Do I want to have to “work” on a negotiation/compromise when
it comes to my home?
b. Will I want to serve on committees or as an officer?
c. Am I more of a loner? Being a loner can be ok, if you are all
right with others making decisions. Being a recluse might be harder
in a condominium. Others can invade your space. Your neighbor’s
friend may sometimes park in your parking space. Your co-owners
may enjoy their grandchildren at the pool in the summer.
5. What are the advantages of owning a condominium?
a. You can lock up and go away, knowing there is someone (s)
responsible for maintaining the building and taking care of emergencies.
b. You are sharing the cost of the maintenance and have piece of
mind that there is some security in a group living in close proximity to
each other willing to watch out for each other.
One of the most successful condo groups I have ever seen is on
the south shore of Vallarta. It is a large group with owners in several
towers.
Perhaps out of necessity, the manager has had to create a smooth way
for everyone to have the opportunity to be involved in ownership. The
principles he uses, however, apply to any size group.
The day before the owners hold their annual general meeting, they
attend smaller meetings on all subjects which will be voted on by the
general membership. Some topics may be:
a. Budget review or capital improvements,
b. The yearly maintenance schedule,
c. The federal zone,
d. Special projects.
The mini meeting agenda is given out in advance, so there is time to
attend more than one debriefing and discussion session.
This preparation in advance allows the general meeting to be held
with informed owners who don’t have to learn about a topic in the
general meeting where it can take hours to come to a consensus. There
is more understanding and cooperation among the owners when there
is sharing of information in advance.
After the mini sessions and the night before the general meeting, a
cocktail party is held for all the owners. The cocktails don’t last long,
but they are a time to socialize and go to dinner in town before it gets
too late in the evening.
The next day, after the general meeting, there is a luncheon served to
everyone. It is organized by the administration. Some buildings may
prefer holding an old-fashioned covered dish luncheon, organized by
the social committee.
There can be two days devoted to the meetings and social activities.
Many benefits to the owners and to the real estate itself come from this
approach to condominium ownership.
This article is based upon legal opinions, current practices and my
personal experiences in the Puerto Vallarta-Bahia de Banderas areas.
I recommend that each potential buyer or seller of Mexican real estate
conduct his own due diligence and review.

Harriet Murray
Can be contacted at harriet@casasandvillas.com www.casasandvillas.com
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EU killing Android…?
Last week, we looked at the
latest cash grab by the EU
regulators, against an American
Tech giant. The latest (and newest
record) fine handed down by the
EU regulators against Google 2
weeks ago, was for a staggering
$5.1 Billion US! This time the
EU is going after Google and its
Android mobile phone operating
system.
That added to the previous
record fine by the EU against
Google in May, ($2.7 billion
US) for Google Search results
giving favor to paid advertisers,
brings the EU total cash grab this
year (so far) to a staggering $7.8
Billion US!! That should help EU
coffers keep Greece and Portugal
flush for a month or two…
So what will the fallout of this
latest EU fine be on Googles’
Android (free) open source mobile
operating system…? Will it be a
death nail, or water off Google’s
cash cow back? Well, Google can
of course afford these fines (gulp)
but it’s got to sting!

Now I’ve heard rumblings for
the past year or two that Google
is actually planning ahead, for life
without Android! Rumors quite
often are just that, but the group
of small and stealthy engineers
within Google has been quietly
working on software from the
ground up, that they hope will
eventually
replace Android,
the world’s dominant mobile
operating system currently.
The secret project, known as
“Fuchsia”, was created from scratch
to overcome the limitations of
Android, as more personal devices
and other gadgets come online
every year. It’s also being designed
to work with voice integration
and more consistent methods of
applying security updates.
Fuchsia will be made to also
look the same across a range of
devices, from laptops, to smart
phones, to tablets, to tiny internetconnected sensors. Google has
also begun to experiment with
applications in Fuchsia, such as
interactive screen displays and

voice commands for YouTube, to
better cover the various category
of devices it will run on.
Google seems to be taking a page
out of Apple’s playbook here, in
going the route of a more closed
and controllable operating system.
Currently, once Android is released
to a hardware manufacturer, they
are free to modify and change
Android as they see fit. Then
any ongoing updates or security
fixes are the responsibility of each
hardware manufacturer, to produce
and distribute.
While Android’s roughly 85
percent market share crushes
Apple’s 15 percent, the Apple
operating system iOS, is heads
above in areas like performance,
privacy and security, and integration
across Apple devices. Another key
advantage Apple has, is that most
iPhone users quickly update their
phones when Apple releases a new
version of iOS, while less than
10 percent of Android users do
(if even available to them). This
means Google’s latest services
only reach a fraction of Android
users out there.
That seems to be the main
problem, that those Android
updates are not coming out and
certainly not in a universal or
timely fashion. That leads to
instability and random chaos to
the Android brand. So the solution
may be to make Fuchsia a more
closed operating system.
Moving away from Android
could provide Google the
opportunity to hit the reset button
on many mistakes that they made a
decade ago. Google might be able
to regain some power that they’ve
given up to device manufacturers
and cellular carriers, long ago.
These “partners” don’t have
as much incentive as Google, to
distribute the latest software and
updates. Phone makers would
rather sell new hardware, and

cellular companies have other
priorities. It seems to be a “get
the product out the door” and then
forget about it mentality. Google
has battled with its “partners” over
this issue for years.
As far as getting the operating
system into the market, one way
around the whole EU regulatory
issues, will be for Google to start
charging hardware manufacturers
for this new operating system.
Now Google would not have to
charge much for this operating
system, maybe $10 or $15 dollars,
but that would make it a private
operating system, for sale, and in
turn Google could bundle extra
apps as they like.
I could see most smartphone and
tablet manufacturers that currently
rely on Android, to continue with
Google and this Fuchsia future.
The previous roadmap timeline
for Fuchsia was 5 years out, but
recently has been moved up to 3
years… probably in response to
the recent EU decisions.
But is there incentive for big
tech companies like Google,
to continue investing time and
money to support true “open
source” software..? Will this hefty
EU fine kill the Android mobile
operating system as we know it
and true open source innovation?
Only time will tell.
That’s all my time for now. If
you’d like to download this article
or previous ones, you can do so at
www.RonnieBravo.com and click
on “articles”. See you again next
week... until then, remember: only
safe Internet!

Ronnie Bravo
can be found at CANMEX Computers.
www.RonnieBravo.com Sales, Repairs,
Data Recovery, Networking, Wi-Fi, hardware
upgrades, Graphic Design, House-calls
available. Cellular 044-322-157-0688
or just email to Canmex@Gmail.com
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Perfect conditions, Yellowfin Tuna,
Marlin, Sailfish spread out thin
Stan Gabruk
(Owner of Master Baiter's Sportfishing & Tackle)

At Corbeteña we have plenty of
bait, perfect water temperatures
and high visibility blue water so
you’d expect an abundance of
Marlin, Tuna and Sailfish. But
you’d be wrong. You see, all these
species are in the area, but there is
no concentration anywhere. Also
we’re finding that where “they”
were yesterday isn’t where they’ll
be today. What does this mean?
Well, first off it means you’ll need
a full fuel tank on the boat because
you could be moving around the
area a lot. It can be very frustrating
and very rewarding for the guy
taking a shot! Feeling lucky?
Corbeteña has been less than
exciting lately, but this week
there was some signs of life with
Blue Marlin in the 600-lb range.
Yellowfin Tuna in the 150-lb range.
Not many, but they’re out there,
spread out, and they’re picky! With
many different baits to choose from
trying to figure out what they’ll
bite is not easy. Cubera Snapper
are here as well for the jiggers, but
don’t think it’s automatic, out of
ten boats in the area, only two will
catch fish, so there’s the challenge.

The area between Corbeteña and El
Banco is going mostly ignored, fuel
cost being the driving factor. There
are some channels and ravines that
have been the area of many a
tournament winner, but keep
this to yourself, our secret! Not
much news from El Banco, but
frankly Corbeteña has been the
automatic choice these days.
Worth a shot at El Banco, if
you’ve got a full fuel tank.
The area around Punta Mita,
El Moro and the Marieta Islands
has seen some slight signs of
life. El Moro this week was
amazingly productive, for a few
days at least... Fish moving
around the area means you have
to check everywhere within the
area. For now Dorado in the
25-lb range are being caught,
but not daily. Marlin are about
six miles off El Moro to 600
lbs. with the possibility of
Sailfish throughout the entire
area. Punta Mita, around any
debris or trash line Dorado
are possible as are Sailfish. Six
miles or so off the point on a 300
heading you’ve got a shot at Blue

and Black Marlin. Not that many
being boated, but somebody is
reeling one in right now.
Inside the bay is still the best
fishing option for your fuel
dollar. In fact this week we had
a few Blue Marlin caught off the
beach of La Cruz Marina. The
Los Arcos area has been seeing
small to tiny Dorado, but some
nice 20-pounders too. So throw
the babies back, keep the adults.
Sailfish are also cruising the super
abundant bait here and around the
La Cruz Marina! Snook around the
shore line, and at the river mouths.
Jack Crevalle to 35 lbs. are still
running the area, even though
they’re a “cold water” species.
Throw in Bonito from 10 to 30
lbs. are very tasty. Yellowfin Tuna
Footballs around Yelapa and a host
of other structure species as well.
Water temperatures are a perfect
85 degrees with blue water outside
of the bay. With so much live bait
in the bay it’s hard to suggest a
specific lure or bait! Start with the
Goggle Eyes, try lures, Cedar plugs

are working, but switch baits every
twenty minutes if nothing strikes.
With the full moon you’d expect

an early bite, but with the clouds at
night and mornings the moonlight
is making it to the water. Because
of this the bite is around 10 a.m.
so sleep in a little. You’ll have to
work for the attention of these fish,
but you’ll have a wonderful time in
the bay and you’ll catch fish.
As I’ve mentioned recently,
we’re putting together luxury 2½
day fishing trips for only up to four
people to the Tres Marias Islands.
It’s a luxury trip with bells and
whistles you won’t get on those
cattle car boats stuffed with twelve
people. For the person looking
for world record sized Yellowfin
Tuna, this is your trip. Right now
at the Tres Marias Islands we’re
seeing ever increasing amounts of
Yellowfin Tuna bordering on world
record sizes. It’s a First Class
trip. Puerto Vallarta is known as
one of the top ten fishing locations
in the world, so why not enjoy
this journey with a world class
organization? Oh, the entire crew
speaks English!
Master Baiter’s now has two
locations: one in Marina
Vallarta and the other on
the Malecon, next to Sr.
Frog’s under Murphy’s
Bar.
Remember: at
Master Baiter’s, “We
won’t Jerk you around!”
Until next week, don’t
forget to kiss Your Fish!
Web page:
www.
MasterBaiters.com.mx
, Local Phone at: (044)
322 779 7571 or our
international number is:
011 52 322 209 1128 10
to 9 local time. Facebook:
http://www.facebook.
com/pages/MasterBaiters-SportfishingTackle/88817121325
The trade name Master
Baiter’s ® Sportfishing
and Tackle is protected
under trade mark law and is the
sole property of Stan Gabruk.
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EMERGENCY
Phone Numbers
PUERTO VALLARTA & RIVIERA NAYARIT

Emergency Line: 911
178-8999 / Emergency: 911
178-8800 / Emergency: 222-1527

In Guadalajara: 01 333 268-2100
Emergency: 01 555 080-2000
Email: conagencypuertov@state.gov

19
Sunday Church Services

AEROTRON
226-8440
AIR CANADA 01 800 719-2827
AIR TRANSAT 01 800 900-1431
ALASKA
01 800 252-7522
AMERICAN 01 800 904-6000
CONTINENTAL
See United
DELTA
01 800 266-0046
FRONTIER 01 800 432-1359
INTERJET
01 800 011-2345
SUN COUNTRY 01 800 924-6184
UNITED
01 800 864-8331
US AIRWAYS 01 800 428-4322
AEROMEXICO 01 800 021-4000
SOUTHWEST 01 800 435 9792
WESTJET
01 800 514 7288
VOLARIS
01 551 102-8000
Solution to crossword on page 23

Solution to Sudoku on page 23

(See location number on Central Map)

Airline Directory
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Animal lovers! These are the
Facebook pages of some PV
non-profits that love them too.
animalistas de puerto vallarta
22,600+ friends
PV AnimalAc
PV’s Animal Shelter
pv mexico adopt foster and
flight angels
assists the Animal Shelter
PuRR Project
1,000+ followers
www.purrproject.com
AngeliCat
8,300+ followers
Paraíso Felino
1,300+ followers
www.paraisofelino.com
Match Dog Com Puerto
Vallarta
2,000+ followers
MexPup
7,500+ followers
www.mexpup.com
Colina Spay and Neuter
Clinic
1,800+ followers
Peace Animals
8,300+ followers
www.peaceanimals.org
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From the Botanical Garden…

Dear Friends of the Vallarta Botanical Garden,
The hot, humid days of summer in Puerto Vallarta
bring about some sensational blooms. One of our
popular crowd-pleasers this time of year is the
night-blooming Epiphyllum oxypetalum, a native
Mexican plant whose range continues down into
South America. Its common name, “Queen of
the Night” is appropriate for this majestic nightbloomer, but can also lead to some confusion as
several more distantly related cereus cacti are also
referred to in this same way. Unlike most cereus
cacti, Epiphyllum oxypetalum is an epiphytic plant
which means it commonly grows upon trees, much
like most tropical orchids and bromeliads do.
During the day, the heavy maturing buds of this
plant are normally seen hanging down like bells. At
this time, the outermost white petals are just visible
behind a veil of pink fleshy tepals that surround them
like catfish whiskers. These buds emerge from the
flattened stems of the plant which appear very much
like leaves upon first glance. At night, the flowers
open widely in their full glory and emit an intoxicating
aroma which is a primary attractant to not only some
of their natural nocturnal pollinators, but any people
who are fortunate to be nearby. Fortunately for us
humans, these are very easy plants to grow in a home
or patio garden and are now another of Mexico’s
abundant natural gifts to gardens around the world. Of
course, if you’re not growing them yet on your own,
you can always come and visit them at the Vallarta
Botanical Garden… at least during the daytime when
we are open!
Warmest regards from the Garden,
Bob Price
Founder and Curator, VBG

After recently placing 4th in all of North
America in USA Today’s Contest of Best
Botanical Gardens,
the Vallarta Botanical Garden has now
opened a new office in downtown PV, just
off the ever-popular main street of Basilio
Badillo. The new office will serve as an intown presence for the Garden, for strategic
projects, publicity, membership sales, donor
services, and tour development. The Garden
is busy at work with local tourism providers
to develop an exciting new tour focused on
the Garden’s new
Vanilla Plantation now underway. The new
office is conveniently located on the ground
floor of the Vallarta 399 Condominiums (399
I. L. Vallarta, near Galleria Dante).
Garden staff who will be especially
dedicated to work from the Garden’s new
office include their Executive Director, Neil
Gerlowski. Neil has recently returned from a
year-long sabbatical during which he studied
Public Garden Leadership and Management
on a Fellowship through Longwood Gardens
(Pennsylvania, USA), truly one of the
great gardens of the world in terms of its
horticultural excellence, diversity and scale
of its collections and displays.
As he returns to the Garden, he will be
working with its board and management to
move forward strategies for the garden’s
future. This will likely include physical
improvements, a renewed emphasis on
the guest experience, progress in Garden
programing and impact, and preparing
the organization for a long, stable, and
sustainable future. While pursuing these
strategies will require additional fundraising,
it will also require the input of the Puerto
Vallarta community.
Neil and the entire dedicated Garden team

The entry fee is $200. Pesos per person (good for 2 consecutive days).
Children 4 and under admitted free of charge when accompanied by a
parent and/or legal guardian. We are currently ranked #3 in “Things to Do
in Puerto Vallarta”!
Wheelchair accessible parts of the Garden include the Vallarta
Conservatory of Orchids & Native Plants, the lower ﬂoors of the Hacienda
de Oro Visitor Center (including areas with restaurant service), restrooms,

welcome you to share what you love about
the Garden and how you believe the Vallarta
Botanical Garden can become even better for
the benefit of the local community and our
visitors from around the world.
The VBG is actively recruiting new
volunteers to help with activities from the
new office. Those available and interested
are encouraged to write to info@vbgardens.
org for more information.
There is no time like early summer to visit
the Vallarta Botanical Garden when fresh
mountain breezes keep it several degrees
cooler than the city or coast, for a welcome
getaway to beat the heat.
Many of the Garden’s plants, including
several native orchids, are in full bloom during
the summer. In addition to an abundance of
botanical delights, natural attractions include
a jungle trail system for the adventurous
to explore and refreshing swimming holes
along the pristine Horcones River that flows
through the property - just keep an eye out for
the weather this time of year as the summer
rains can raise water levels beyond what we
would consider a comfortable swim! After
your time with the plants, be sure to stop by
the Garden’s Hacienda de Oro Restaurant
for an authentic Mexican meal or one of
their famous brick oven pizzas. Their fully
stocked bar has everything to wet your whistle
from a heavyweight Cadillac Margarita to
botanically inspired creations like the Vanilla
Mojito.
Nature lovers, adventurers, and garden
enthusiasts all meet with experiences beyond
their expectations
at the Vallarta Botanical Garden, so whether
your next visit there will be your first or one
hundred and first, invite some friends and go
back again soon!

the Holstein Tropical House, and the Daneri Vireya Rhododendron House
as well as several trails linking these areas. No wheelchairs for loan or rent.
Pets are welcome when kept on leash in their owner’s control and their
waste is picked up immediately. Extra fee of $50 pesos per pet applies.
The Garden is about 30 minutes south of Old Town PV, on Carretera a Barra
Navidad at km 24, just past Las Juntas y Los Veranos, all easily accessible
by public transportation ($25 pesos each way as of January 1, 2018). Catch
the bus at the corner of Aguacate & V. Carranza in the Romantic Zone. Tel.:
223-6182. Open every day EXCEPT MONDAYS from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
www.vbgardens.org
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Tommy Clarkson

Ardens Rose of Sharon
(Althea)

Hibiscus syriacus ‘Ardens’
Family: Malvaceae
Also known as: Shrub
Althea, Swamp Mallow,
Rose Mallow, Althea
or Rose of Sharon

Even its leaves are uniquely attractive.
As a multi-stemmed, deciduous
shrub, the Hibiscus syriacus
‘Ardens’ grows to a potential
height of twelve feet (3.66 meters),
spreading out to ten feet (3.04
meters).
These beauties like
partial to full sun, attracting bees,
butterflies, humming birds as well
as avian entities that need not hum,
as they know the lyrics to full songs
of their own!
And here’s another “Nifty
Nugget of Knowledge” – frequent,
rather severe pruning will result in
fewer but larger flowers, whereas

little or no pruning will allow it to
sport many, smaller flowers.
From a point of seasonality, the
bold, lilac-purple round flowers
of the Ardens Rose of Sharon
proliferate along the branches
from mid-summer to fall, sporting
attractive green foliage throughout
the year. These lobed leaves do not
develop any appreciable fall color
so one had still better plan on a trip
to New England for that! Its fruit is
not ornamentally significant.
Continued on next page...

(See location number on Central Map)

(Now I gotta’ admit, when, where
and how I found my beautiful
specimen I cannot recall. Hence,
it took me a Dickens of a time
tracking down and identifying
what it was that I’d found in the
first place! But being the dogged
sort that I am – this is not a
personal admission of “dogdom”
– I ultimately prevailed.)

Attractive plant? In point of fact
(I’ve always wanted to say that!)
this particular species of Rose
of Sharon has beautiful, double,
rose-pink to lavender flowers.
Extremely showy throughout
warm weather, this stiffly, rather
adaptable, upright shrub has
a somewhat vase-like shape.
While a more academic, botanical
sort put it this way: “Its average
texture blends into the landscape,
but can be balanced by one or two
finer or coarser trees or shrubs for
an effective composition.” I’d
say - a bit more enthusiastically that it looks absolutely marvelous
when located by shrubs with
yellow foliage or next to some
healthy Russian Sage.
(No,
I’m not sure that you really can
qualify Vladimir Putin as a
Russian sage!)

Obviously, it has beautiful, double, rose-pink to lavender flowers!

4
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All so noted, this is a reasonably
high maintenance shrub that
requires regular love, care and
upkeep. It has mesic water needs
– meaning a moderate or wellbalanced supply of moisture. It is
best pruned in late winter. Like a
few runway models I’ve seen, it
tends to be a little leggy. Generally
speaking it has a clearance of
around two feet (50.96 cm) off the
ground and if it’s a consideration,
is suitable for planting under power
lines. Unlike the proverbial Topsy,
it grows at a medium rate and, if
well taken care of, should live for
40 years or more.
It prefers its roots in average to
moist conditions, and shouldn’t be
allowed to dry out but is not partial
as to particular soil type. I’ve noted
some professionals assert that it is
highly tolerant of urban pollution
and will do quite well in inner city
environments.
Originally coming from China to
India, they are, hence, not an original
to North America. But I hope
Gringos will allow these attractive
aliens to pass through our borders as
the Ardens Rose of Sharon makes an
absolutely good citizen, in addition
to being a fine choice for strategic
placement in outdoor landscaping.
And just like those infomercials,
“But wait, there’s more!” It is also
well-suited for use in outdoor pots
and containers.
I know. I know. I’m back to
where and how to place it!

they may require more frequent
watering than they might ask of
you when in the yard or garden.
They seem to have no overly
serious insect or disease problems
with but a slight susceptibility
to blights, canker, leaf spots and
rusts. Aphids, Japanese beetles,
and whiteflies and aphids are
occasional unwelcome insect
visitors with those Japanese beetles
severely damaging foliage, if left
unchecked.
In its single flower form, its fivepetaled flora are sometimes likened
to be “hollyhock-look-alikes”.
So be they either single or double
flowers, suffice it to say, I most
highly recommend these!

https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_
Review-g150791-d5984161-Reviews-Ola_
Brisa_Gardens-Manzanillo_Pacific_Coast.html

Tommy Clarkson

What a “baby” Ardens Rose of Sharon looks like.
Its large size and upright habit
of growth lends itself for use as a
solitary accent. In a composition
it looks nice surrounded by smaller
plants around the base with some
spilling over the edges. But keep in

mind, when containerized, it may
not grow in quite the same way as
when emplaced in good old terra
firma! In turn, remember, that
when growing plants in outdoor
pots, containers and baskets,

In Manzanillo, visit Ola Brisa Gardens,
Tommy and Patty’s verdant, multi-terraced
tropical paradise nestled on a hill overlooking
the magnificent vista of Santiago Bay.
Leisurely meander its curved, paved path,
experiencing, first hand, a delicious array
of palms, plants and flowers from all over
the world. Or e-mail questions to him at
olabrisa@gmail.com For back issues of
“Roots”, gardening tips, tropical plant book or
to schedule a tropical garden lunch, please
visit www.olabrisagardens.com

https://www.facebook.com/
olabrisagardens?ref=hl
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30. Made, as a web
32. Sufﬁcient, old-style
Across

1

1. Off one's trolley

14

5. Predatory sort

17

10. Motorists' citations: Abbr.
14. Plot unit
15. "Not a chance"
16. ___ avis
17. Never
20. Big Apple daily, brieﬂy
21. Source of
government revenue

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

10

15
18

12

13

2. Stiff and sore
3. Fingerboard ridge

21
22
26

23

27

28

31

32

30

33

34

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

36

44

45

24. Reunion group

51

25. Fodder storers

58

28. Late actor Davis

60

61

62

63

64

65

46

35

47

48
52

53

49

50

54

55

56

57

59

34. Reporter's question

44. Jazz phrases

60. Monied one

37. Sometimes

45. Wash gently against

61. Chinese "bear"

40. "For shame!"

48. Cervantes's land

62. Uncool sort

41. Continued ahead

51. Retiree's title

63. Looks over

42. Burn soother
43. Excused oneself, with "out"

54. Search, as at a sale

64. Some Art Deco pieces
65. Plays for a sap

58. Always

Sudoku is a logic-based placement puzzle.
The aim of the puzzle is to enter a numerical digit from 1 through 9 in each
row, column and group of squares enclosed by the bold lines (also called a box).
Each box must contain each number only once, starting with various digits
given in some cells (the “givens”). Each row, column, and region must contain
only one instance of each numeral. Completing the puzzle requires patience.
It is recommended as therapy because some studies have suggested they
might improve memory, attention and problem solving while staving off mental
decline and perhaps reducing the risk of Alzheimer’s disease.
Solution to Sudoku on Page 19

33. All there
34. Alarmist's cry, in a fable
35. Dance, slangily
36. Small bills

5. Look of contempt

38. Fly ball ﬁelder's shout
39. Primary computer list
43. ___ & Noble

6. "The Planets"
composer Gustav

44. Just misses, as a putt
45. River in Hades

7. Piercing tool

46. Home products seller

8. Huck Finn's conveyance
9. Actress Sedgwick

47. Really annoy

10. High in pitch

50. Saintly glows

4. Like a multipurpose
tool, perhaps

24
29

Down
1. Eos' domain

19

22. Mossy side of a tree

31. Cause of a wince
32. Prevents, legally

11

16

20

25

8

11. Internet musicsharing service
12. Lock of hair
13. MS. enclosures
18. Med. care providers
19. Cut out
23. Busy places
25. Catch a glimpse of
26. Fleming and Paisley
27. Beat soundly
29. Go it alone

49. Priggish one
52. Pound a keyboard
53. Out there
55. N.Y.C.'s 5th and 7th, e.g.
56. Richard of "Chicago"
57. They may be tight or loose
59. Windsor's prov.
Solution to Crossword
on Page 19

